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INTRODUCTION 

The remit of the Department of Pastoral Affairs is to support and resource marriage 

and family life, care of the vulnerable and marginalized and the dignity of the person 

in medical and bio-ethics. Since May 2010 we have been exploring the possibility of 

establishing a diocesan Caritas agency to enhance and expand our resources. In the 

field of HIV/AIDS a religious of the Daughters of Charity was employed part-time for 

outreach work until 2008. This was followed by a period of review. One of the main 

conclusions was to establish a team of priests willing to be available for anyone 

affected by HIV/AIDS seeking spiritual/pastoral support, or the sacraments from 

someone other than their local priest. Ten priests were approached including two 

hospital chaplains, an ethnic chaplain from Africa and a qualified psychotherapist; the latter to assist with 

enquirers needing specialist counselling. In due course the team gathered for sessions of in-service education 

from a Catholic professional public health official with expertise in theology and psychology as well as a day of 

recollection. 

VISION 

Due to the disproportionate and negative media attention on the issues of HIV/AIDS prevention and the 

Catholic Church in 2009 and 2010, we decided to delay launching the service, partly to avoid the risk of 

unhelpful media attention in the build up to the Papal visit but also to await for more guidance for the whole 

Church from the Holy See. It was suggested at the press conference for the book “Light of the World,” that 

‘many things must be rethought and expressed in new terms'1 but what are those terms? 

A key component of all our work has been the promotion of authentic human sexuality in the light of Blessed 

John Paul II’s catechesis, a theology of the body. In our support of marriage preparation and enrichment with a 

keen focus on natural fertility awareness, couples have shared their dismay, indeed a sense of deep indignity 

at the implication that it is impossible, unhealthy or a suppression of masculinity and femininity to abstain 

from sexual intercourse. They tell us that the commonplace notion of compulsion in respect of sexual 

intercourse irrespective of one’s physical health is deeply insulting, for true love cannot be encompassed 

within the concept of compulsion. 

PURPOSE  

So what of the approach in supporting those with HIV? Theology of the body, in that it concerns the human 

body, informs those with physical and psychological ailments and their carers. One of the problems with being 

a patient is a threat to losing one’s subjectivity. A tension exists between remaining a “subject of one’s illness” 

and becoming an “object of treatment.” 2 Healthcare encompasses spiritual well being, and is a mutual 

complementarity of personhood between healer and patient, based upon the reality that we are created in 

the image and likeness of a relational, triune God. This sense of personhood is characterised by relationships of 

love, acceptance, and above all of complete self-donation. 

The Team is acutely aware of being sensitive to the disposition of the person with HIV who wants pastoral 

support, for as the recipient of this care, he or she is actually being a GIFT for the pastor, whereby their 

vulnerability is an occasion for service. Such reciprocity may shed light on how the social stigma associated 

with HIV can be transfigured in to a concrete sharing in the suffering of the Saviour. The spiritual guide is a gift 

of self to the one with HIV by viewing with them the pain of stigma through the prism of Christ’s shame and 
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humiliation. Hopefully this process might erode the need for anonymity paving the way for the one with HIV to 

be cherished by the worshipping community. This anthropological reality is confirmation of the communion of 

persons. Furthermore if the sickness of HIV afflicts the life of the primary agents of evangelization, i.e. spouses; 

then it is the serodiscordant couple to whom we must be especially attentive. This is Ecclesia de Trinitate, that 

is to say, reflecting the face of Christ in her own and ‘giving her life concretely in the martyrdom of charity.’ 3  

SALVIFICI DOLORIS, no. 29, talks about suffering being present “in order to unleash love in the human 

person.” The priest, who encounters the emotional, psychological and spiritual suffering of those with HIV, is 

called to show the biblical compassion of the Good Samaritan. (In Hebrew, rahamin)4 This love is likened to 

that of maternal care of the womb. When we ponder on the physiological role of the mother towards her 

unborn child to nourish but also prevent toxins from harming the child; then the parable brings in to very 

sharp focus the fiduciary duty of the pastor to garnish his care with pastoral teaching of unequivocal integrity 

in the realm of sexual ethics. As Pope Paul VI eloquently put it in Humanae Vitae n29: 

“It is an outstanding manifestation of charity towards souls to omit nothing from the saving doctrine of Christ.”  

This concerns our consistency in exercising the spiritual works of mercy as well as the corporal ones.5 For the 

marriage afflicted with HIV, it means assisting spouses, with prudential patience, to illumine the conscience to 

embrace sexual abstinence as a unique expression of the wisdom of Colossians chapter1:24 “I fill up in my flesh 

what is lacking to [not in] the sufferings of Christ for the sake of His Body, which is the Church.”6 

It is spiritual direction inviting one to say: ‘I have been crucified with Christ. It is no longer I who live, but Christ 

who lives in me’ Gal. 2:19. And in the context of the serodiscordant couple such martyrdom of love is infused 

with a sacrificial power to ‘release formidable energies.’ (Familiaris Consortio n43) 7  

All spouses have a unique mission to reverence the imago Dei inscribed into their marital witness. Perhaps, 

above all others God calls the serodiscordant couple to remind the entire Church of the need for complete 

self-donation.8 

Paragraph 15 of the encyclical Humanae Vitae states; 

the Church does not consider [.] illicit the use of those therapeutic means necessary to cure bodily diseases, 

even if a foreseeable impediment to procreation should result [.] provided such impediment is not directly 

intended,” 

It is suggested that the serodiscordant couple who use a condom may intend first and foremost to prevent or 

minimize the risk of infection not to contracept. However the encyclical speaks of means that will affect a 

“cure.” A condom can hardly be described as having curative powers nor can it have parity with the medicinal 

effects of anti-retroviral drugs. A more truthful pastoral response is to support the serodiscordant couple in 

sexual continence for the real preservation of their entire health. Gaudium et Spes n51 insists that marital 

intercourse must “preserve the full sense of mutual self-giving and human procreation” and that subjective 

intentions cannot make right what is objectively wrong in this area.9 According to Bishop Anthony Fisher; 

“..this is not to impugn the faith of the spouses or deny their desire to be united, fruitful and graced. But by 

rendering sexual acts non-marital, the use of condoms renders them ineffective for signifying those things. Just 

as a person who puts a consecrated host in a pyx does not receive Holy Communion – even if he does this 

reverently – so a couple who use a condom exclude the giving and receiving required for fides, proles and 

sacramentum.”10 (i.e. unity, family and God)  

The integrity of the union is not diminished by a life without sexual intercourse. So long as the union was 

consummated at some earlier point even if in an extreme case it was only once: it still constitutes the domestic 

church. 11 & 12 

However as Matthew Hanley eloquently puts it; ‘the seemingly “common sense” presupposition that condoms 

will decrease infection rates does not easily give way to the common sense observation that promoting 

devices capable of reducing risk encourages people to take more risks.’13 It is an opinion shared by Bishop 

Anthony Fisher who also states; 
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 “Providing information on how to make a behaviour safer, naturally communicates implicit approval or 

tolerance of the behaviour itself, especially in a culture which tolerates such behavior.”14 

In the formation process for the clergy team we have reflected upon the wisdom of several moral theologians 

15 & 16 including Fr. Tadeusz Pacholczyk a leading ethicist in the US who states:  

“A husband who has AIDS would never want to subject the wife he loves to a potentially death-dealing act,[.] 

which is what sexual intercourse could become for them, even while using a condom (which has a failure rate). 

Would it be a loving act to subject her to the risk of a possibly fatal encounter, even for something as beautiful 

as conjugal intimacy in marriage? .. Learning to love each other in different and non-genital ways is, an integral 

component of every successful and enduring marriage, and an HIV infection merely brings greater urgency and 

immediacy to the task.”17 

Our project will try to convey to sceptics that the Church actually holds the human person in higher regard, 

and that what it proposes is humane, possible in God’s grace and fulfilling. It is a response to the ardent plea of 

Pope Paul VI to “create an atmosphere favourable to the growth of chastity so that true liberty may prevail 

over license and the norms of the moral law may be fully safeguarded.” (HV, 22)18 

I would like to conclude by recalling that the holy dignity of offering our suffering to God especially through 

joy-filled chastity is much more than any technical and clinical decision.19 To seek pastoral solutions within the 

moral law to support authentic human sexuality especially in marriage is more vital now than it ever was. 

Many might be critical of the Church on this, accusing it of unnecessarily picking its way through such 

pedestrian problems, nevertheless such efforts deserve our reverence and love.
20

 The Lord Jesus comes to us 

in his Church, and each pedestrian action of Christ as he walked this earth was not as significant perhaps as his 

sermon on the mount, his countless miracles or his sacrifice on Calvary. And yet when he picked his way 

through the crowded, twisting streets of Jerusalem on any ordinary day, he rendered it extraordinary and his 

footsteps left the ground holy where he walked. So too, I pray his healing love is reflected in these humble yet 

significant aspirations, deliberations and actions to uphold the absolute dignity of persons infected as well as 

affected by HIV/AIDS
.21

 

APPENDIX 

To assist the priests in their discernment about joining the team we posed some likely questions and answers 

for them:  

� How long would I be involved in this initiative? However long or short you wish 

� Would I be expected to see people indefinitely? No. Anyone needing long-term support 

would be directed to those agencies/groups which would benefit them 

� What would be the extent of my ‘case-load’? Entirely at your discretion and subject to 

demand which would be managed by liaison with the dept and other team members 

� Who can I turn to for advice? The dept will be happy to supply you with relevant 

literature/guidance on the subject, as well as contact details for professionals. 

� Would I need to report on anything? No, but the Pastoral Dept welcomes any comments or 

informal feedback on the initiative at your discretion.  

� Is it possible to support people via email if they prefer? Yes. The crucial issue is that they FEEL 

welcomed and genuinely supported by the Church. 

� How will the availability of the priest be made known? Via the usual diocesan communications so 

that people can approach any one of the team with anonymity. Some referrals may come via the 

dept, though it is not envisaged that there will be many. 

� Should individuals be encouraged to seek support from their local clergy and parish community? 

Certainly, if they feel it is possible and part of an overall process but they must not feel under 

pressure to do so. 
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� Will the team members be expected to liaise with external agencies working in the field of HIV/Aids? 

Any collaboration with external agencies or neighbouring dioceses will be coordinated by the 

Pastoral dept as and when the need arises so as not to add to the workload of the clergy involved.  
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